Abstract-This paper aims to provide a fault tolerant scheduling algorithm that have fault tolerance patterns for periodic task sets with arbitrary deadlines. The fault tolerance is achieved by checkpointing where number of checkpoint is decided on the bases of the lemmas proposed. These patterns provide minimum tolerance to all the releases and an improved tolerance to some releases pertaining to the availability of the slack time. They may be binary (i.e., either provide maximum or minimum tolerance to a release) or greedy (i.e., provide an improved tolerance whenever it is possible) in nature. Theorems have been proposed to ensure that the task set is schedulable with at least minimum fault tolerance. The effectiveness of the proposed patterns have been measured through extensive examples and simulations.
I. Introduction
A real time system has to monitor and control real life application in a timely manner. Thus, a real-time system is a system in which computations must satisfy stringent timing constraints besides providing logically correct results, i.e., a correct computation of the result must finish before its specified deadline is met. Failure to meet the specified deadline in such systems leads to catastrophic loss in case of hard real-time systems whereas degraded performance is observed in soft real time applications.
The application may be classified as static or dynamic in nature. Static system follows fixed arrival pattern [12] on tasks whereas arrival patterns for dynamic one are random. Feasibility of static system is determined through offline while online approach is required for dynamic one. This paper focuses on fixed arrival pattern (periodic) tasks with offline scheduling approach [8] where the period and relative deadline of a task may appear in any combination (i.e., the relative deadline can be less than, greater than or equal to the period). Thus the task is referred to have an arbitrary deadline.
The real time systems are often deployed in harsh operational environment where system has to give desired performance guarantee even in the presence of faults (transient, intermittent or permanent type). Fault tolerance for transient type can be achieved through task re-execution (time redundancy) whereas time as well as space redundancy are needed to tackle permanent or intermittent type faults [15] . Transient faults are more frequent as compared to permanent ones whereas frequency of occurrence of failure for intermittent is between these two [8] . Thus, tolerance to transient type of failures is the ultimate requirement for robust systems. This paper focuses on transient faults over uniprocessor system, however, the idea is applicable for multiprocessor systems as well. Fault tolerance in real time system is achieved through online fault detection and rollback recovery. The rollback recovery time may be reduced through the use of checkpointing scheme. The working of checkpointing can be seen in figure 1.
In case, failure occurred at time t, rollback portion is up to the last checkpoint (third checkpoint) whereas rollback to the starting point of task execution is needed when no checkpointing is done. The use of checkpoints reduces the reexecution time required in case of faults, however, it has been observed that when the checkpoint overhead is large or many checkpoints of lower overhead are deployed to guarantee failures, at times the overall response time (sum of noncheckpoint time, checkpoint overhead and rollback time) of the task becomes more than the response time of the task without it [15] . Therefore, checkpointing interval (duration between two consecutive checkpoints) must be carefully chosen to balance the effect on total time requirement and recovery block. Various lemmas can be derived in section II to show the condition where checkpointing scheme could be beneficial.
Authors [3, 4, 14, 16, 22, 23] have applied equidistant checkpointing, adaptive checkpointing and other fault tolerance techniques to single as well as multiprocessor systems. But have restricted themselves to assumption that relative deadline is always less than or equal to the period. On the other hand, authors [2, 5, 9, 10, 11, 19, 20] have done scheduling for uni-or multiprocessor systems with arbitrary deadlines without considering possible occurrence of faults.
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Figure 1: Working of Checkpoint
Checkpoint Here, we address task sets of arbitrary deadlines and provide them with a minimum tolerance guarantee. As we provide a general scheduling algorithm with fault tolerance we try to maximize the average fault tolerance guarantee, this is done by providing a fault tolerance pattern.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we describe our system model, terminologies used and discuss checkpointing. Section III provides the fault tolerance pattern algorithms with examples. Section IV provides simulation results where as the paper summarizes with section V. [4, 16, 23] such that its overhead is constant and independent of task. 3. The task set is schedulable with tolerance. A task may have various factors affecting its execution time (like branching, looping etc) but for providing tolerance guarantee we consider the at most time it will take to complete its execution under fault free scenario; this value can be estimated by code profiling and statistical prediction [18] . Henceforth, whenever we refer to execution time of a task we refer to the worst case execution time.
II. System Modeling
Terms used Checkpoint saving cost : It is the time required to save the current tested status to a secondary storage from where it can be recalled when desired.
Checkpoint retrieval cost
: It is the time to reload the system with the values last tested to be correct from the secondary storage. Checkpoint Overhead : It is the sum of checkpoint retrieval cost and time required to save a checkpoint .
Optimal number of checkpoints
: The number of checkpoints that reduces the task total time requirement to its least value, i.e., if number of checkpoints increase any further, the total time requirement of the task will not be reduced.
Checkpoint interval or recovery block
: This is the time interval between two consecutive checkpoints and creation of one checkpoint, given as 1 ⁄ , where is the number of checkpoints used by the task . Total time requirement: The total time requirement of a task with faults is the sum of worst case execution time, overhead due to checkpoint creation and times the task recovery block in case of faults. Mathematically, .
Fault tolerance pattern: is a sequence of a fault tolerance for a set of releases of a task which repeats itself.
Checkpointing Scheme
Consider a periodic task where faults may occur during checkpoint saving, during checkpoint retrieval and during non-checkpoint execution [23] . The amount of rollback required would then be , and as can be seen from the figure 2a, 2b and 2c respectively. It has been observed that increment in response time is maximum when faults occur during checkpoint saving as compared to their occurrence during checkpoint retrieval and non checkpoint execution, i.e., the response time will be worst when all faults occur during checkpoint saving (therefore , 0), so the worst case response time to tolerate faults is / 1 (1) For a given task , , are constant and is responsible for variation of response time for tolerating faults. The Lemma1 states the optimal number of checkpoints used.
Lemma1: The optimal number of checkpoints for a task with execution time , guaranteeing level fault tolerance and having checkpoint storing time and retrieval time is max 0, ⁄ 1 . Proof: Consider a periodic task with execution time , tolerating faults and using number of checkpoints. Response time of from equation (1) , ∂ ∂m ⁄ 0, is minimum for a particular value of . But, when 0 then will be negative, which is not possible (the number of checkpoints cannot be negative) in such a situation 0. Hence, max 0, ⁄ 1 .
(2) Checkpoint scheme may not be able to reduce the overall re-execution time for the case where the checkpoint overhead is sufficiently larger or execution time is small i.e., the cost of applying the checkpoints will be higher than the reduction in rollback gained due to them. As can be seen by the following example: Example 1: Consider a task which requires an execution time of 3 units and has a relative deadline of 7 units. The checkpoint saving and retrieval time required by it are 0.9 units each. The response time of the task to tackle one fault will be 7.2 units with one checkpoint (using equation (1)) and 6 units without it. This task will miss its deadline if it tries to tolerate even a single failure with checkpointing but it can tolerate it incase no checkpointing is employed. Thus, it is beneficial not to apply any checkpoints in such a case.
We thus derive a lemma indicating the relation between the task's attributes and the checkpoint overhead.
Lemma2: Checkpointing scheme is beneficial for a task with execution time , guaranteeing level fault tolerance and having checkpoint storing time and retrieval time such that , is less than 2 1 ⁄ .
Proof: Consider a periodic task tolerating faults and uses number of checkpoints. Response time of , can be given as in equation (1), i.e., 1 ⁄
. For applying optimal checkpoints the response time in (1) should be less than the response time produced for the same task without checkpointing. Thus the response time without checkpoint will be , 0, 1 (3) Thus, (1) < (3) should hold for checkpointing to be worthwhile. Assume in worst case where checkpoining is nither beneficial nor harmful i.e. (1) = (3), then
From lemma 1, the optimal number of checkpoints is 0, ⁄ 1 . Substituting (5) and (2) in (4) we have 2 2 2 1 Taking square on both sides,
Solving (6) to find the roots, / 2 1 , (7) Thus, in case the checkpointing is neither beneficial nor harmful equation (8) is derived, which gives the upper bound for checkpointing to be useful i.e. ,
III. An approach for fault tolerance pattern
The authors in [17] have provided fault tolerance patterns (minmax_pattern and greedy_pattern) for single task. This work is an extension of the same approach to multiple task set , , … . The task are assigned fixed priority on the basis of their relative deadline (deadline monotonically and indices are assigned accordingly).
The worst case required time of a release will be [23] 0 ∑ 0 ⁄ (9) where 0 ⁄ estimates the maximum number of higher priority releases which could preempt a release of task . This is an iterative equation which terminates when either the value for two iterations is same or greater than deadline. Equation (9) signifies the worst case response time of any task, the time-demand analysis [6] affirm, if a task is feasible with this response time then it will always be feasible. However, if the minimum tolerance has to be guaranteed for a task then its worst case response time or run time (used interchangeably) should also take into account the checkpoint overhead, recovery time for the higher priority tasks and itself. Thus, the equation (9) can be modified as [23] 1 ⁄ ⁄ 1 ⁄ Can be written as,
where or is the required time of a task and respectively. Their values are always less than or equal to , [17] . We propose a lemma that gives the condition for tolerating minimum number of faults.
Lemma3: Every task belonging to a periodic task set can tolerate minimum faults, if and only if the task 's worst case run time it is less than or equal to the minimum of the relative deadline and period i.e.
, . Proof: For a task to be feasible the utilization of the task must always be less than or equal to one i.e. , ⁄ 1 [6] . Thus, the worst case run time , . In general, for a task to tolerate faults while all the higher priority releases preempting it can tolerate faults the run time will be ∑ ⁄ (11) The lemma 3 guarantees the minimum desired tolerance for all the releases but some releases may provide an improved guarantee by availing the slack between the period and the deadline. However, the improvement in the tolerance of a task may increase the response time of the lower priority tasks which may in turn become infeasible. In other words, the improved tolerance of a task is restricted by its own deadline as well as that of the lower priority releases i.e., and , …
Thus, the function to estimate the maximum tolerance that a task can provide can be given by calculate_kmax_i function (12) The patterns can be derived by looking at the run time of the lowest priority task (refer function minmax_pattern), if it is feasible with maximum tolerance then all the higher priority releases (appearing during its run time) and itself would be scheduled with maximum tolerance. The minmax_pattern is provides only or tolerance to any release, but another pattern (greedy_pattern) is derived which can provide intermediate tolerance. The greedy_pattern, schedules the lowest priority release with maximum tolerance if possible but if not then the tolerance of the lowest task is reduced up to its minimum tolerance required. Further, still if the release cannot be scheduled with maximum tolerance for all the higher priority tasks then the tolerance of the second lowest priority 1 release is decreased up to its minimum tolerance this reduction in tolerance continues until lowest priority release becomes feasible. Theorem given in [17] says that task is always feasible with minimum tolerance.
Function calculate_kmax_i(T) // Function to calculate maximum tolerance of a task , //while the task set satisfies the minimum tolerance requirement Begin
The working of the above algorithms can be explained through the following example 2. The feasibility of the task set is first checked (for minimum tolerance) by using lemma 3; where the run time of each task is estimated as 9.08, 13.4 and 27.98, they all are less than their periods, hence are feasible. After providing minimum tolerance guarantee through lemma 3 we can achieve improved fault tolerance pattern when all tasks are released in phase i.e., at time 0 the zero'th releases of all the tasks are available. For the lowest priority release the run time is 59.43 which is less than the deadline of 80. The number of release for higher priority task and released between the time (0, 59.43) are 4 and 2 respectively. For task each release can be granted to tolerate 8 number of faults which is more than the minimum required for task with run time for each release as 9.08. However, task is tolerating two faults for each release with run time 25.47. The above pattern is valid for first two releases of task ( and completing at 59.43 and 118.86 respectively), but released at 80 will miss its deadline for this pattern hence all the higher priority releases cannot be scheduled with this tolerance (8 for and 2 for ). Therefore, for minmax_pattern , (released between 118.86 to 146.84) and will be scheduled with minimum required tolerance. The run time for will be 27.98 i.e. it will finish at 146.84 where (released at 120) waits for 26.84 amount of time which is lesser as compared to wait time of which is 38.86. This means that the system has reduced the overloading during the run time of . Thus, intial pattern will be repeated after some releases of .The schedule for the task set is given in table 1.
It can be observed form the table1 that greedy_pattern performs better than minmax_pattern by adapting to intermediate values.
The next section states the simulation results obtained on implementation of these patterns.
IV. Simulation Results:
The performance of the patterns has been measured through simulation studies and the results are compared with those in [23] , referred to as min_pattern. The comparison is made on the basis of fault tolerance only and the task is forced to have its deadline equal to its period ( [23] assumes that task has this property) in case it is greater than it. We improve the tolerance of task beyond its minimum requirement for [23] also. The key parameter for performance measurement is average tolerance which is the ratio of sum of tolerances of each release to the number of releases appearing in a pattern. It is measured against the utilization, deadline to period ratio and minimum system requirement. All simulations are done by considering the task set , , … with utilization U (a uniform random number in the range (0, 1]) on a system with the checkpoint saving cost (a uniform random number in the range (0, 30]) and retrieval cost . For each task the attributes are chosen according to the table 2 where is decided according to lemma 3, The results are obtained by taking the average of 1000 task sets. We first, study the effect of the variation in the task set utilization over the average tolerance (refer figure 3) . A higher utilization implies lower idle slots are available, hence a lower recovery rate which in turn implies more and more releases must be made minimum tolerance and relatively few releases will be able to reach the improved tolerance level. Hence, the average tolerance decreases as the total utilization of the task set increases. The trend is same for all three patterns: Next, we relax the deadline to period ratio and study its effect on the average tolerance (refer figure4). The min_pattern does not take the advantage of the deferred deadline and hence is not affected by it. Greedy_pattern also remains around a mean and is not affected by the variation in the ratio. But for minmax_pattern as the deadline is relaxed the maximum tolerance achievable for some releases may improve, this is because it has larger idle slot between its minimum tolerance and deadline which can be consume.
We also study the effect on average tolerance as the minimum tolerance requirement of the system increases (refer figure 5 ). For minmax_pattern, the average tolerance decreases as the minimum tolerance required by the system increases because the recovery rate will be slower if the minimum tolerance requirement is higher. The min_pattern and greedy_pattern are not affected by the system minimum requirement because they provide a mean tolerance in all case. The next section provides the conclusion of the entire work discussed in this paper.
V. Conclusion
For task sets with arbitrary deadlines we have provided a general scheduling algorithm with two fault tolerance patterns (minmax_pattern and greedy_pattern). Lemmas have been derived to check the usefulness of the checkpointing and decide number of checkpoint. Correctness of the proposed approaches are given in form of theorem. It has been observed through examples and simulation results that proposed approaches perform better as compared to existing [23] for a wide range of parameters.
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